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over the beautiful landscape, and the peaceful silence was only
broken by the chuckling and grumbling of a squirrel leaping among
the acacia boughs overhead, and the clear sweet solitary notes of a
robin singing from the copper beech.
Wednesday, 24 September
Another glorious day added to this beautiful Michaelmas summer.
As I walked before breakfast across the Common I met Herriman
the porter returning through the lovely morning from his night
work at the station, and I could not help thinking of the difference
between my lot and his, and how much more enjoyment I have in
my life than he has in his. How differently we both spent last night,
but how much better he spent it than I did. He was doing extra
night duty that a fellow porter might enjoy a holiday, while I -.
Herriman has only three days' holiday during the whole year, while
to me every day is a holiday and enjoyment and delight. And for
no desert of mine. Surely there will be compensation made for these
things hereafter if not here.
Sunday, Michaelmas Eve
Dora said Syddy Ashe is fairly mad with disappointment at not
having seen the ijth Hussars when they passed through Langley
on their way to Colchester. *I would have given a great deal to
have seen one/ she said, *it would have been happiness to have seen
one soldier, but to have missed the chance of seeing them all! It is
too much/ And she nearly cried with vexation.
Sunday, 5 October
This morning [name rubbed out] came privately to church at
10.30 with [name rubbed out] to be churched after the birth of her
son, which took place three months after her wedding. This has
been a great scandal and grief to us.
Tuesday, 7 October
This morning I went to Bath with my Father and Mother to
attend the Church Congress Service at the Abbey at n. Dr.
Alexander the Bishop of Derry preached an admirable sermon
nearly an hour long.
The swarming city was filled with the ringing of bells. At 2 my
Mother, Thersie and I went to a meeting in the new temporary
Congress Hall, where we heard more good papers and speeches
from the Bishop of Bath and Wells, the President of the Congress,

